
Understanding the rhythm in music   



Can you remember what we 
learned about in last weeks 
Music lesson?



WALT: Understanding rhythm in 
music

Success Criteria:

To be able to describe what rhythm 
is.

To be able to clap to the rhythm of a 
song and your name.

To understand and demonstrate the 
difference between rhythm and 
pulse.



Rhythm

What do you think rhythm is? 



Rhythm

The rhythm of music is a pattern of long and short sounds.

It is the way that music is divided into beats.

Rhythm is a sequence of sounds and silences. 

Whenever we talk, we use rhythm.



Rhythm

• Did you know that your name has a unique rhythm?

• To find out the rhythm of your name, say it out loud very slowly 

3 times. Give this a try…

• On the third time try to clap along with the syllables/ the beat 

of your name.



Rhythm

• For example, if your name is Sophia, you 
would say it like this…

• “so – PHI – a” (this would be three claps) 



Rhythm

• Let’s try clapping to food

rhythms

One clap

Two claps



Rhythm

• Let’s try and see if you can follow the steps on this body percussion 
video to find the rhythm. 

Can you follow 
the actions to 
the rhythm?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64M44FYz5d4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64M44FYz5d4


Rhythm

• Try and follow along to the rhythm of this next video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqof84_WR1s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqof84_WR1s


The difference between pulse and rhythm…

Copy

sitting

catcopycat,

on the door - mat

• For the pulse, keep a 
steady beat. You can do 
this by tapping your 
shoulders to the words.



The difference between pulse and rhythm…
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Copy

sitting

catcopycat,

on the door - mat

• For the rhythm, clap to 
each word. 

• Follow the crosses on 
the hearts. 

• XX = two claps.
• X = one clap.



To conclude…

• To finish our lesson, can you remember what the rhythm is?

• Can you remember what the difference between the pulse and rhythm 
is?

• Fantastic job for clapping to each of the songs and to the rhythm of 
your name!


